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INTRODUCTION .
-.
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) are mysterious flashes of gamma rays lasting several tens to hundreds of seconds that occur approximately once per day. GRB have been detected since the 1960s by various orbiting satellites carrying gamma sensitive sensors. Recently, NASA launched the orbiting Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) to study GRBs and other gamma ray phenomena. CGRO carries the Burst and Transient Experiment (BATSE) specifically to study GRBs. Although BATSE has collected data on over 600 GRBs, and confirmed that GRBs are localized, high intensity point sources of MeV gamma rays distributed isotropically in the sky, the nature and origin of GRBs remains a fundamental problem in astrophysics.
BATSEs 8 gamma ray sensors located on the corners of the box shaped CGRO can detect the onset of GRBs and record their intensity and energy spectra as a function of time. The position of the burst on the sky can be determined to < +,loo from the BATSE data stream by comparing the intensities in each detector. This position resolution is not sufficient to point a large, optical telescope at the exact position of a GRB which would determine its origin by associating it with a star inside ow galaxy or an external galaxy.
Because of their brief duration it is not known if GRBs are accompanied by visible radiation. Their seemingly large energy output suggests that some visible radiation should accompany the gamma ray output. Simply scaling the ratio of visible to gamma ray intensities of the Crab Nebula to the GRB output suggests that GRBs ought to be accompanied by visible flashes of magnitude 10 or so. A few photographs of areas containing a burst location that were coincidentally taken during the burst yield lower limits on visible output of magnitude 4. The detection of visible light during the GRB would provide information on burst physics, provide improved pointing coordinates for precise examination of the field by large telescope and provide the justification for larger dedicated optical counterpart instruments.
The purpose of this experiment is to detect or set lower limits on optical counterpart radiation s z r n u t~~~~~~~c o r n p a n y i n g tliigamma rays fiSiiiGRB: minutes. An analysis of the speed of the GRB position algorithm, the telescope slewing rates and the results of timing experiments performed on the Internet show that the furst images should be .obtaingd-ujth& 5 to 15-se-cond5 after burst onset_ whish-is-just prior_to_ the. @e of-mwimun--gamma ray intensity for most bursts. Evidence for or upper limits on brightness of the optical counterpart are determined by comparing the images taken during the burst with the reference images taken of the same area. Assuming 8 hours per night observing time we expect a burst to occur in the field-of-view (FOV) of the W O V system every 22 nights of observation.
The current WFOV telescope system consists of a single 89 mm aperture, 60" FOV popeye lens covered by 23 fiber-optic-coupled intensified CCD cameras. Each camera has 576 x 384 pixels.
The lens and cameras are mounted on a computer controlled Contraves pointing platform capable of rapidly pointing the cameras to any part of the sky. The system achieves a limiting magnitude of 8.5.
Our technical objectives were to 1) optimize the current WFOV system and CGRO link for the GRB counterpart search to the extent allowable by the hardware, 2) collect data on any simultaneous optical data on as many GRBs as possible, 3) develop image analysis code to analyze GRB imagery and set interesting limits on any observed GRBs, and 4) prototype a replacement camera system capable of reaching a limiting magnitude of 13 for a possible upgrade in FY1995.
RESULTS
The first objective is completed as we have been routinely running the GROCSE system each night when no rain is forecast. The basic pointing and data acquisition system was operational at the end of FY1993. In FY1994, we added several features to improve the system reliability and to protect the sensitive image intensifiers from damage due to overexposure to bright light. These improvements included 1) an exposure algorithm that optimizes the camera exposure for a given field, 2) a lunar avoidance algorithm which skips fields near the moon, 3) a hardware timer that cuts camera power prior to sunrise to protect against computer failures, 4) reconstruction of the main tracking mount controller cable to correct an intermittent failure in the tracking mount, 5) stand-alone data acquiztsn computer which is dedicated to communicate with Goddard's BACODINE only, and 6) rain detection system which shuts down the WFOV telescope when it detects rain.
We developed a real time experimental link across the continent (between Goddard in Maryland and LLNL in California) using Internet. We persuaded Scott Barthelmy at Goddard to use Internet "sockets" to send out BASTE real time data analysis results (i.e. GRB coordinates for our case) to any remote site and helped him to implement sockets between Goddard and LLNL. With the GROCSE system at LLNL monitoring BACODINE 24 hours a day, it was fully debugged of all errors and we measured its performance. We measured the response time The third objective is completed as we have written the data analysis code which is an algorithm that performs field flattening (corrects for variations of intensifier sensitivity across the image) matching selected stars by hand in images from each camera we determined the 23 x 3 alignment parameters that specify the relative positioning of the cameras. Once aligned the coordinate transform code will automatically determine absolute RA and DEC coordinates of each blob in all of the images and will associate blobs from different images that have the same RA and DEC.
This code will catalogue and track all objects imaged during the sky patrols as they cross the sky throughout the night. Matching the sky patrol catalogue against the SA0 catalogue will measure the systems limiting magnitude and accidental rate.
Using this analysis we can set upper limits on the optical flux relative to the gamma ray flux. We are almost certain to have the world's best limit or even to see a optical counterpart to a GRB (up to Mv -8.5) by logging more observing time. The GROCSE I system is fully automated and requires very little operator's intervention.
The fourth objective, to prototype a replacement camera having 100 times more sensitivity, is completed. Our prototype camera has -50 electron noise level at room temperature. We assembled a Loral 2048 x 2048 CCD (15 pm x 15 pm pixel size) with the evaluation boards from Loral and tested its performance. Many modifications were added to the Loral's evaluation boards to lower its noise level down to -50 electrons at room temperature. By assembling this by Tele Vue Optical Company, we expect to see Mv -13.5 objects with 5 second integration times and Mv -16 with 100 second integration times at signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 10. Figure   1 and 2 shows the calculation of SNR vs. Mv at 2 different integration times (5 and 100 seconds) using this camera system.
Based on the modified evaluation board design, we are developing new camera analog/digital control boards. These boards are expected to be much lighter, less power consuming and to have less noise as we add thermal electric cooler and use better driver electronics. Evaluation of other lenses (e.g. Nikkor ED 200 mm f/2 IF lens manufactured by NICON and SP 300 mm fD.8 LD lens manufactured by Tamron) are under way. We expect that the performance of these lenses ---prototygecamerawitblChxn q g 1 3 m e a o b 3 3 _ c m f a c a L~~m a n l l f a c m L ----will be similar to the Tele Vue lens but much lighter and smaller in size which allows us to mount multiple cameras to one telescope mount. We are also developing a custom frame interface which transfers digital image data to the host computer via SBUS . 
PUBLICATIONS AND MEETINGS
------------------- --- ------------- - --_ -
CONCLUSION
We have shown that a wide-field-of-view telescope system originally built for a SDI program is successfully converted to perform an astrophysics experiment. The system is fully automated and recorded 1559 hours of observing time registering 8 events in coincidence w i t h BATSE triggers. The optical fluence limits for a couple of these events are 1 x 10-8 and 6 x 10-8 ergs/cm2-sec respectively. Better limits or a chance to see a real optical counterpart to a GRB can be obtained only by logging more observing time while connected CGROs BATSE detectors in real time through BACODINE.
--We-€meshewn-t?mt a-reak~onneetion-aeress & e e o n t k e i & t w -e + q~a l~----can be accomplished using the abundant Internet network.
We have developed a prototype camera system which is -100 time more sensitivity than the existing intensified CCD cameras. Using these second generation system, we can search for the GRB optical counterparts as deep as Mv -13.5. By locating GRB's positions to better than many degrees one can associate the GRB with known astronomical objects thus leading to clues of the origin of gamma ray burst. We also proposed to search for faint comets near the Sun using the second generation GROCSE system while it is in idle position waiting for a GRB trigger. 
